












































































Schedule A

Agreed Pricing: 
Annual Subscription Fee 
Delivered as a managed cloud solution, the annual subscription fee includes:  

Enterprise grade Hosting, Security, Bandwidth (to limit) and Storage using Microsoft Azure Gov Data 
Center with 99.9% Services Level Agreement (SLA); DDOS mitigation 

Maintenance, upgrades and new functionality (continuous releases) 
Accessibility commitment to global standard (WCAG 2.1 AA) 
Unlimited 24/7 telephone helpdesk for Priority level 1 severity issues  
Unlimited online helpdesk for all other support and issues per SLA  
Twice annual “check-up” with OpenCities customer success team to explore site improvements 

focused on enhancing your sites usability 
Access to Theme Builder to continually evolve your site design at no additional cost 

OpenCities Annual Subscription with OpenForms Enterprise + 
Workflow (50 users / 100 forms

$31,860* 

*Price reflects discount 
for 5-year contract 
term 

One-time setup fees –   
One-time OpenCities setup fees are based on the level of assistance your City needs for its digital 

transformation. OpenCities includes in this cost the following services performed 
by our team:  

Virtual meetings for project initiation and workshopping 
Production of visual design for new City website 
Comprehensive site administrator and content publisher training (refer to training schedule) 
Delivery of project subject to the Scope included in this proposal  
Consultation and coaching on governance, content creation and content migration  

NOTE: No travel included. Project delivered virtually and via remote platforms due to Covid-19. 
 

OpenCities Services Package: Configuration, project management, 
and support on best practices during project 
set up + launch

$15,000 

Training (Virtual due to Covid-19): Up to 20 hours of training total for 
up to 50 people. Delivered as two training 
programs with up to 25 staff per 
program/class. 

$3,750 

Enhanced Design for City website 
This informs the creation of three homepage 
design options/wireframes, with five rounds 
of revisions on the selected homepage design 

$11,000 
 



and inclusion of secondary page design 
consistent with the finished homepage 
design.

Page audit and navigation recommendations
The OpenCities team will apply a best-
practices approach to the navigation and 
page content for your new site once you have 
completed the AIM (archive, improve, 
migrate) process.

$6,500

Content Migration – price based on maximum of 700 pages* 
migrated + 10,000 documents/images 
migrated (using the completed AIM file, 
navigation recommendations, and 
recommended content types). Price not to 
exceed $23,500 based on the above 
assumptions. Priced at $5 per page for 
content migration and $2 per 
document/images. 

*See content migration section for what is and is not in scope 

Billed as incurred, not to 
exceed $23,500 unless 
amended by City and 
OpenCities 

TOTAL ONE TIME FEES Total $59,750  

Optional: Forms creation / workflow creation (includes form creation, 
journey mapping, and business process flow 
analysis to create user form and workflow 
process)

$200 per hour, billed as 
incurred 

Total Investment  
Based on OpenCities Annual Subscription with OpenForms Enterprise + Workflow (50 users / 100 Forms) 

and required implementation services priced above. Does not include hourly 
support for forms creation or optional services or products listed below. 

Year 1: Includes SaaS + One Time Set Up Fee  $91,610  
Annual Fees: Year 2-5  $31,860  

Payment Schedule
Billed at signing: License fees of $31,860
Milestone Payment #1, Billed at completion of Phase 2: $32,500 
(Services, Design, Page Audit)  
Milestone Payment #2, Billed at completion of Phase 3: $27,250* 
(Training, Content Migration*) 
*(variable based on number of pages ultimately determined and also    
creation support required)
 



The Following are not included in the initial scope or agreed pricing. 

Optional Services 
Writing for the Web Workshop $1,500 per session 
Digital Services Academy $12,500 per session 

Optional Additional Products   
OpenCities Intranet for Staff Communications, 

Policies, Procedures and 
Self-Service

Price varies based on staff / department-based 
pricing  

OpenCities Local Directory for Businesses and 
Community Groups 

$2,500 per year  

OpenCities Consultations / Community 
Engagement Module  

$3,000 per year  

OpenCities Subsites  $1,450 per year per site  
Subsite Design Services To be scoped 

 
  



Hosting Services & Service Level Agreement Included in 
Proposal: 

Website Hosting
 

Hosting provided by Microsoft Azure Gov  

Allocated monthly bandwidth 200GB

Allocated server storage 40GB

Additional traffic charges $.20 per GB

Additional server storage charges $1.00 per GB

Term of agreement

Initial term of agreement 5 years

Subscription start date Effective Date

Service Level Agreement 
Subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement, OpenCities provides a guarantee of 99.9% uptime 

availability, calculated monthly. In a typical 30 day/730 hour month, this equates to 
no more than 1 hour of downtime per month (not inclusive of Scheduled and 
emergency Maintenance).  

For confirmed downtime during any month during the Term, Open Cities will credit Customer 1% of 
Customer’s pro-rata monthly Base Subscription Fee for every hour of Customer’s 
public facing website downtime over and above the 99.9% uptime guarantee, up to 
a maximum of 100% of the pro rata monthly Base Subscription Fee for that month. 

Issue Severity Level and 
Measure/Guide

Resolution Process and Contact Information Resolution Target

Priority 1 – Downtime (Your 
public facing website or 
critical intranet is 
experiencing Downtime)  

 Reportable 24 x 7 via  Telephone 
– (877-466-7756 – Extension 3)   
 Acknowledgement and 

assignment of the problem for 
resolution within an hour.  

Within 4 hours.



Priority 2 – Urgent 
(Important publishing 
functionality fails to work as 
intended, and there is no 
work-around available - you 
cannot publish content to 
the site). 

 Reportable 24 x 7 via Online 
helpdesk, or  
 Telephone during business 

hours (7x6 PT). (877-466-7756 – 
Extension 2)  
 Acknowledgement and 

assignment of the problem for 
resolution within one business day.  

Provide a workaround 
to the problem or 
release a Version 
Update to fix the 
problem by close of 
next business day.

Priority 3 – High (Important 
publishing functionality fails 
to work as intended, but 
workarounds are available)

Reportable 24 x 7 via online
helpdesk.   

Acknowledgement and 
assignment of the problem for 
resolution within one business day.  

Scheduled or next 
Version Update.

Priority 4 – Normal 
(Functionality is not working 
as intended) 

Reportable 24 x 7 via online
helpdesk.   
 Acknowledgement and 

assignment of the problem for 
resolution within 3 business days  

Within specified 
Version Update.

Notices to OpenCities:

Address:  1314 22nd Avenue, #697, San Francisco, CA 94122  

Attention:  Cynthia Francis, COO 

Email:   cynthia@opencities.com  

Notices to Customer:

Address: 200 East university avenue, Gainesville FL 32601 

Attention: Shelby Taylor, Director of Communication Office 

Email:  TaylorSN@cityofgainesville.org 
  



Schedule B               

What Role the City will play 
At OpenCities, our best-practice driven approach is focused on creating success for you as a 

partner. One of the key things that we know creates success is having the 
right team and people from the City engaged. 

A typical project for OpenCities starts by identifying City staff to guide the overall goals and 
impacts of the project. Those primarily consist of the following: 

Project Owner – The most successful projects have a single project owner. This individual is 
commonly someone with significant understanding of the City’s current 
website, familiarity working with CMS systems, and the ability to consult 
with departments on an ongoing basis around UX, best practices, etc. 

Core Team -- This team of three to five key personnel from the City make all strategic decisions 
about the project and will be trained as Site Administrators. As Site 
Administrators, these select members will have the ability to do any and 
everything within the OpenCities platform (adding users, creating 
workflows, making design changes, etc.). A successful Core team should 
represent a variety of departments and be able to commit 10+ hours per 
week on the project from kick-off to launch. 

Steering Committee – This group of five to 10 additional people join the Core Team may not be 
to provide feedback and opinions. Often, they’re department heads, 
champions of the web team, or subject matter experts. In most cases, we 
recommend one person per department. 

Stakeholders – This group of City leaders who need to be updated at a high level about the 
project. They are not actively engaged in the project, but are kept 
informed. Typically this group receives monthly updates about the status of 
the project. 

Content Publishers -- This is the largest group of City personnel. These are all users who have 
the ability to create, edit and manage content (either for their department, 
or for specific content types – i.e. events, agenda/minutes, etc.). This group 
is trained by OpenCities on how to use the platform to create and publish 
content and should typically be able to dedicate 4-8 hours per week to the 
project during Phase 3 and 4.  This group may also branch out to include 
content approvers / people who participate in content workflows. This is 
the largest group of staff. 

Project Management Assumptions
(a)    OpenCities provides Asana for use by all parties while managing this Project.  Asana is used 

as the collaboration for collecting risks, actions, issues, decisions and 
other project management notations. 

(b) OpenCities provides orientation of Asana to the City team as part of the Kick-off meeting. 
There is no cost to OpenCities clients to utilize this project area in Asana 
for the life of the project.

(c)    The data in Asana is considered shared data and the City can export the information stored 
in Asana used to implement this Project on an as-needed basis and 
project close. 



(d) OpenCities has capacity to assign resources and allocate to this Work Order sufficiently to 
keep the project on schedule.

(e)   Communication between OpenCities team and the City team is in person; by phone; or 
electronic methods of E-Mail, chat and online web conferencing. 

(f) For OpenCities facilitated meetings, OpenCities is responsible for the meeting notes and 
resolution of action items.

(g)    The City will respond to requests for information, data, and clarifications and make project 
related decisions within five working days or as defined in the Project 
Timeline to prevent delays that may impact the project scheduled targets.

Organizational Change Management (OCM) Assumptions
(h) The Client is undertaking minimal Organizational Change during this project, with some 

coaching from OpenCities team. 
(i)     OpenCities supports the City with guidance, best practices, and case studies from other 

government agencies (including lessons learned), but has no responsibility 
for implementing OCM as part of this contract.

(j)     The City takes the lead role in the City’s awareness, knowledge, and readiness for the new 
Website and OpenCities takes the lead role in the training for the new 
Website.

Project Schedule Assumptions 
The project start date shall occur as soon as possible after the contract signing. 
(a)   OpenCities has a template for a typical implementation of a Website in Asana as a starting 

point for planning and scheduling the activities. 
(b) The City shall maintain primary responsibility for the scheduling of the City employees, 

including the City’s resident focus groups in support of project activities. 
City PM will coordinate times with the OpenCities PM.  

Project Facilities and Equipment Assumptions
(a)   It is assumed there will be no onsite work during the duration of the project. Work will be 

conducted remotely.

Technology and Infrastructure Assumptions
(a) The online conference call tool may be Zoom or Microsoft Teams, or other online tools 

agreed upon. 
(b) OpenCities’ work does not require any access to the City’s network.

Testing and Review Assumptions
(a)   The WCMS is a fully functional Website service and requires no testing of the Website out-

of-box functionality and OpenCities is responsible for performance and 
stress testing.  

(b) The IFrame use for Third-Party Providers require testing and the City is responsible for the 
Third-Party Application testing where OpenCities is responsible for the 
IFrame capability.

(c)    The City reviews all content before launch. 



Training Assumptions
(a) Informal knowledge transfer shall be conducted throughout the project lifecycle.  Formal knowledge 

transfer shall occur as outlined in each Sprint and/or Phase.
(b)   Content Publisher Training. This session focuses on how to use the Website to publish information, 

places and communications. It includes learning various modules including news 
and events, minutes and agendas, parks and facilities, job notifications, general 
and landing pages, directories, and media and file libraries.

(c) Site Administrator Training. Delivered to the City Website managers, this session focuses on 
creating and managing users, as well as user roles, workflows, permissions and 
website settings. In addition, the site administrator training includes 
troubleshooting the Website and accessing OpenCities Help Center. Content 
publishing training is a pre-requisite for site manager training.  

(d)   OpenCities Help Center. All staff publishing to the City’s Website receive access to OpenCities Online 
Help Center.  The Online Help Center offers detailed learning materials and 
documentation and is available 24/7/365. Each article contains annotated images 
with step-by-step instructions showing how to use the functions in the Website 
and make the most of the functionality. 

(e) OpenForms Training (This is delivered in accordance with the previous procurement/ Training has 
been completed by OpenCities).

Project Lifecycle Activity Details 
This section describes the scoped activity including responsibilities with artifacts, outcomes, and 

deliverables, based on OpenCities Implementation Methodology. In the project 
lifecycle details there are 3 columns which indicate responsibilities for OpenCities 
and the City in their singular column.  All three columns indicate the artifacts and 
outcomes.  All three columns work together to indicate responsibilities and 
outcome.  The responsibilities may be joint to produce the artifacts and outcome.  
The artifacts and outcome may have deliverables identified.  

Project Management
The City shall provide a project manager who will collaborate with OpenCities’ project manager in 

conducting the project management activities.  OpenCities shall take the lead role 
in using the implementation methodology and coordinating with the City’s project 
manager.  This activity is comprised of planning project tasks, producing core 
project management artifacts and controls, and developing product 
implementation plans using Asana as the primary collaboration tool. 

OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes



Follow the project defined in 
this Schedule B.  

Follow the project defined in 
this Schedule B.  

 Clear communication 

 Ontime delivery of project 

 Project change control. 

 Deliverable acceptance. 

2. Ensure logistics are in place.  
Establish team agreements, provide 
online workspace and 
collaboration.  Provide agendas and 
needs are understood at a high-
level. 

Ensure logistics are in place.  Set up 
meet and greet meetings with the 
steering committee and core team.   

 Asana project space 
established, and City access 
granted. 

 Team agreements. 

3. Speak with the project 
sponsor and others as mutually 
determined to gain high-level 
understanding of the 
engagement and the business 
value OpenCities delivers to 
support the City executives. 

Coordinate the setup of the initial 
and ongoing meetings with the 
sponsors and executives. 

 High-level understanding of 
what the sponsors and executives 
expect from the engagement and 
the key performance indicators. 

 Business value success 
factors to be incorporated in the 
implementation plan. 



4. Provide lead role and work 
with the City project manager to 
introduce Asana by reviewing the 
tool and OpenCities’s template for 
the Project Timeline in Asana and 
update as needed.  Ensure the 
activities have durations, 
resources/teams, dependencies, 
and sequencing. 

Work with OpenCities’ project 
manager on the Project Timeline 
and ensure activities the City needs 
are included.   

Project Timeline (in Asana) 

5. Schedule OpenCities teams 
necessary to support the project 
based on the Project Timeline.   

Provide the relevant City teams for 
the project and facilitate their 
participation throughout the 
duration of the project.  

 Updated Project Timeline 

 

6. Provide lead role in kickoff 
planning with the City project 
manager.   

Participate in pre-kickoff planning, 
identify the City key people and 
teams. 

Project Team Kickoff 

7. Work with the City project 
manager to evaluate the project 
progress. 

Work with OpenCities project 
manager to manage the project 
progress. 

Maintain accurate project plan. 

 

Project Timeline 
As a SaaS solution that doesn’t need custom development, OpenCities can be delivered, ready 
for content setup within a matter of weeks. The primary variable for launch is based on the 
amount of time needed by the city or City for the visual design process, and the amount of staff 
resources available for the content entry and any migration process. The sample timeline below 
demonstrates a five-to-seven month project, however our agile and iterative methodology 
allows us to increase or decrease the project length to meet your launch goals; we’ve completed 
a project in as little as four months.  
 

5-7 Months 



Project Phases 

 

 

Your specific project  
OpenCities is committed to partnering with the City of Gainesville to accomplish its goals. Based 
on your Request for Qualifications, we have customized our implementation to include the 
following recommended service packages. These packages are delivered throughout the project 
as noted in the phased implementation approach below. 

Page Audit and Navigation Recommendations 
If you aren’t sure which pages on your site you want to archive, improve, or migrate as is, or are 
unsure of the ideal navigation on the new site, OpenCities will not only review the template of 
each page, but the content as well. We’ll note where we recommend improving content using 
our template functionality, as well as where we recommend combining content to improve the 
accessibility, usability, and usefulness. We’ll look at data to provide a homepage navigation 
structure to ensure we’re addressing users’ needs and improve the overall user experience for 
your website visitors.  

Content Migration 
This two-part package includes the Content Migration Strategy, which starts with an Archive, 
Improve and Migrate process led by your team – as not all content (including documents and 

P1: Kick-off, Discovery 
and Data Analysis

P2: Design, Configuration and 
Content Migration

P3: Training 
and Handover

P4: Content Creation, 
Beta Launch

P5: Launch and 
Evolve



images) from your old site needs to carry over. Next OpenCities will help map the pages you 
selected to Improve or Migrate to the proper OpenCities template, note any inconsistencies or 
custom templates, understand how to translate certain elements of the content, and review all 
of this with the City of Gainesville team. After our review, you’ll have a list of each OpenCities 
template that we’ll use to migrate each page, which will set you up for success in making 
decisions on how and what new content to add to the new site in the future. 
  
A couple of things to note:  

       The documents and images on pages that are marked ARCHIVE will not be moved 
over 

If there are documents on a page that need moved over, the City is responsible for 
determining where those go and creating any new pages for those purposes

For this process to be effective, the City of Gainesville must: 
       Provide OpenCities completed AIM spreadsheet with details of the current site (site 

crawl with URL and page visits).  
       Identify an individual or a team with the ability to make decision on what content is 

and is not migrated. 
       Promptly make decisions. 
       Analyze the data (may also use data from Google Analytics, Site Improve, Monsido, 

etc.) to determine what pages are the most important to migrate and what can be 
archived. This step includes the development of retention criteria, and a page level 
assessment of each page action (Archive, Improve, Move/Migrate).

Since the City of Gainesville has communicated that not all of the 18,883 documents/images 
need to be moved into the new system, our recommendation is that OpenCities migrate only 
documents and images that are currently present on a page that is marked as migrate. Any 
orphaned documents or images, or assets on pages that are marked as do not migrate/archive, 
will be the responsibility of the City to identify, move, and add to a page.  

The second part is the actual physical migration of content, done manually by our Content 
Migration team. Once we’ve jointly made the final decisions on the Content Migration Strategy, 
the OpenCities team can get to work on moving your content and documents and re-linking 
those on each page migrated by OpenCities. With an approved plan in place, we ensure 
consistency and efficiency during the process.  

The City will be responsible for: 
       Creating or approving the file structure for images and documents in the files library  
       Specifying or creating searchable document names for any image / document after 

the assets have been moved into the OpenCities library  
       Writing any alt text for images and documents after the assets have been moved into 

the OpenCities library 
  
 
What is / isn’t content that is included in OpenCities led content migration 



Content in-scope / IS content Content out-of-scope / ISN’T content
Content managed within your 
current CMS as web pages 

Anything within an iFrame, or embedded HTML 
content 

Documents/images linked to 
migrated pages (if contracted)

Dynamic content pulled from other systems

Content not managed within CMS
Javascript, CSS or other custom code (unless it’s 
agreed upon as part of the site design and build)
Interactive web forms and/or single page 
applications 
Written content within image/diagram
Content migrated from a PDF file

Phase 1: Kick-off, discovery and data analysis  
Kick off Meeting: Meet the Team, confirm timelines for the project, schedule training sess
ions, walk-
through process for site set up, design and content migration, and discuss hand-
offs to 3rd party applications if applicable. Determination is made as to key site elements 
necessary for configuration. Discussion of CORE and STEERING Committees.  
 
Project Management Tool: Introduction to Asana as our shared project management envi
ronment to track progress and maintain a visual point of truth as to the steps in the proje
ct.
  
Design Values Workshop/Asset Collection: Client works with OpenCities to secure assets s
uch as logos and images along with any existing style guides.  

Create/Review Analytics Report: Client provides access to existing Google Analytics and an
y data collection that has been ongoing, and the OpenCities team will assess analytics for 
the current site and incorporate findings for each service into a Digital Services Inventory.
   
  
Governance Strategy: The OpenCities project team will consult and advise the web manag
ement team through a process of creating a governance plan for website content. Outco
mes will include assisting in the Client in formulating clearly assigned roles and expectatio
ns, an approved process for gathering, writing, approving and publishing new site content
, and an understanding of best practices for web writing.   
  
Content Migration Strategy: 400 pages 
  
Page Audit and Navigation Recommendations: (RECOMMENDED)



Phase 1 Responsibilities 

OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes
Coordinate Asana project plan, 
arrange for kick-off meeting, 
lead kick-off meeting.     

Coordinate with 
appropriate City staff who will 
need to be on Core team, 
steering committee and 
participate in the Kick-off.   

Kick off meeting (including 
PowerPoint presentation), 
clarity on Core and Steering 
committee, buy in by all 
stakeholders for process 
approach. Agreed upon timeline 
in Asana.  

Provide AIM template to 
facilitate the Content Migration 
process.

Crawl current site and list every 
page that needs to be reviewed 
in the AIM process.

Complete list of current site’s 
URLs in the AIM spreadsheet

Facilitate one Design Values 
Workshop with the City (up to 
15 people) and provide 
guidance on the design 
creative.  Assist the City in 
identifying the visual assets 
needed for the look/feel the 
City desires on the 
Website.  Receive the City’s 
visual assets.   

Participate in the Design Values 
Workshop and discuss the City’s
desired look/feel for the 
Website.  Provide the visual 
assets needed such as logos, 
photography, and existing visual 
style guides based on the 
outcomes and understandings 
from the creative briefing.  

Design Values Overview
 Participate in the 

workshop session for design.  
 Assets for design 

provided to OC.   

Following the CIty’s completion 
of the AIM spreadsheet, 
OpenCities will review and 
define OC page templates for 
content, opportunities to 
improve content using OC Best 
practices and templates and 
provide a recommended 
Homepage Navigation. 

Provide AIM process in a timely 
fashion. Assist in scheduling and 
participation by the team in any 
review and approval of 
recommended Navigation and 
content layout.   If requested, 
provide additional data to 
inform site navigation (i.e. - 311 
data, walk-in traffic, etc.)

Recommendations for 
Homepage navigation and 
content improvement provided 
to City. Page audit identifying 
OC page template types for all 
pages indicated by City as 
improve or migrate using the 
previously completed AIM 
spreadsheet 

Phase 2: Design, Configuration and Content Migration 
In this phase the OpenCities project team and the client will share assets and work to align and 
deliver a navigation, look and feel that reflects the spirit and goals of the city while leveraging the 
best practices for effective site layout and design.  
  
Configure General locality information. This data importation will allow for structured content 
(such as events, places of interest, and projects) to render dynamically in geographic context on 
the site. 

Homepage and Theme Design Review: The OpenCities project team will present up to three 
options for the site design and layout based on the assets and intentions shared in the Design 
meeting. Discussion of who should be included in the design review is up to the City. Inclusion of 



citizen engagement should be discussed and agreed prior to finalization of the City contract with 
OpenCities. 

Design Finalization: Once the designs are skinned onto a live OpenCities instance, content 
publishing/migration can immediately begin.   

Content Migration. As outlined above, OpenCities will lead the content migration process. This 
will include migrating pages AS IS from the current site to the new OpenCities site, including the 
embedded or linked documents and images. Scope for how many pages, images and documents 
will be defined in Phase 1 at the completion of the AIM process. 

Phase 2 Responsibilities 
OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes
Configure the Website platform 
based on the outcomes from 
the design phase, and using the 
existing site navigation, similar 
site settings, map localization, 
configuration of fields and tags, 
initial users and roles for 
making the Website ready for 
Content entries.

None Platform configuration making 
the Website ready for Content 
entries. 

Starting with the first iteration 
of the design, produce a visual 
outcome that provides a fresh 
upgrade from the existing site, 
uniquely reflecting the City and 
using the visual assets gathered 
by the City. This work is 
presented to the Core Team. 

Core Team participates in the 
creative discussion and design 
review and decide on the 
homepage design direction. 

Website design concept 1 
chosen 
 

Iterate the design concepts, 
finalize the changes.

Core Team reviews the final 
design with iterative changes, 
and provides feedback for 
revision if/as needed. If needed, 
the process is repeated one 
additional time to arrive at the 
final approved design.

Design Iteration 2-5 (if needed)
Final Design Approved

Implementation of the final 
design concept 

Review design once it’s 
available on the site.

Website Design Implemented 
(applied to site) 

Migration of page content and 
document/images as per the 
Content Migration Strategy and 
up to the limits agreed to in 
Schedule A. Content will be 
published and available for 
review by the City team. 

Answer questions while the 
migration process is happening. 
Approve choices made in real 
time.  

Content (pages, documents, 
images) is successfully migrated 
into the new site  



Phase 3: Training and Handover 
In this phase, OpenCities provides training based on the types of outcomes that the city wants to 
achieve with OpenCities. All training sessions can be delivered via hands-on, train the trainer or 
classroom style format, either at the city offices or online, however given the current COVID-19 
pandemic, OpenCities is prepared to provide training and consultation on-site or remotely, 
depending on the status of the situation at that time and the comfort level of the client. We will 
also provide guidance on the creation of a governance plan, best practices for migrating or 
creating content, and identifying key roles/responsibilities for success at this step.  

OpenCities is designed to be intuitive enough for anyone in the city to effectively create and 
maintain beautiful and well-architected web pages. We make sure that there is comfort with the 
platform by providing a multi-step approach:   
 
1. Content Publisher Training – Detailed below, this training introduces the product and sets 
the foundation for experimentation and mastery. Up to 25 people per session. Two sessions 
included. 

2. Site Administrator Training – By training and supporting key staff members to have a 
deeper understanding of OpenCities product capabilities, we assure that SME’s at the 
department level are well supported internally. Up to 15 people per session.  

3. OpenForms Publisher Training – Staff responsible for creating and editing forms will be 
trained on the functions of how to build a beautiful, accessible and functionally rich form using 
our drag and drop editor. They’ll learn to set up smart logic on fields, build notifications and 
confirmation messages, and apply pre-built themes. In a further session, participants will learn 
the more advanced functions of OpenForms as well as administration and user management. 
You’ll learn how to create new themes, how to build complex, multi-step workflows, and where 
our API Library lives should you want to build off of our available connections. One session is 
included with up to 25 people per session.

4. OpenCities Help Center- 24 x 7 access to our online documentation and training portal 
means that everyone can reference “how to” guides and other training materials whenever they 
are needed.   

5. Integration Testing  
Given the goals of leveraging the Rock Solid capabilities, OpenCities will provide up to 8 hours of 
assistance to City developers with troubleshooting and testing any Rock Solid embeds.  

Content Publisher Training. The OpenCities team will be virtual to lead a hands-on, classroom 
style training on using the OpenCities CMS. This session is for individuals in the city who manage 



content for their department, generally what we call “Structured” content. The class focuses on 
how to use OpenCities to create pages, publish information, manage pages and images or 
documents within the CMS, create forms using OpenForms. This includes learning various 
modules including news and events, minutes and agendas, parks and facilities, job notifications, 
general and landing pages, directories, media and file libraries.  

Included in the training is an introduction to the online OpenCities Help Center, which houses full 
documentation with screen shots and reference materials, video training, updates on the most 
recently released features and how to use them.  

Site Administrator Training. Typically delivered to 1 - 3 website managers, this 2-3 hour virtual 
session focuses on setting up, training and managing users, as well as using/creating roles, 
workflows, permissions and website settings. We also cover troubleshooting your site and 
accessing the online helpdesk. 

OpenCities Help Center. The Client and all staff publishing to the website will receive access to 
the OpenCities Help Center and ticketing system, which offers detailed learning materials and 
documentation for every OpenCities module. Each article contains annotated images with step 
by step instructions showing how to use the functions in OpenCities, and many articles also offer 
strategic advice to help you make the most of the functionality. 

Phase 3 Responsibilities 
OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes
Plan and lead Content Publisher 
training for up to 25 people.  
(two included, for a total of 50 
people) 

Organize participants, schedule 
training with OpenCities and 
participants, and participate 
fully in the Content Publisher 
training.

Training curriculum and session 
for Content Publishers.

Plan and lead Site Administrator 
training for up to 5 people.   

Organize participants, schedule 
training with OpenCities and 
participants, and participate 
fully in the Site Administrator 
training.

Training curriculum and session 
for Site Administrators.

Plan and lead OpenForm 
Publisher training for up to 
number of users agreed to in 
Schedule A.  

Organize participants, schedule 
training with OpenCities and 
participants, and participate 
fully in the OpenForm Publisher 
training.

Training curriculum and session 
for OpenForms Publishers.

Plan and lead OpenForms 
Admin training for up to 
number of users agreed to in 
Schedule A.  

Organize participants, schedule 
training with OpenCities and 
participants, and participate 
fully in the OpenForms Admin 
training.

Training curriculum and session 
for OpenForms Administrators.

Troubleshooting / support for 
RockSolid embeds within the 
functionality of OpenCities. The 

Clearly articulating the 
questions, issues or coaching 

City successfully 
integrates/embeds Rock Solid 
functionality with OpenCities 



OpenCities team is not 
developing any embeds / 
integrations, but helping ensure 
easy embed of any RockSolid 
capability within the City site

needed to effect the desired 
result with RockSolid. 

Phase 4: Content/service creation and curation, beta launch 

Once your content has been migrated into the system and your team has been trained, it’s time to 
prepare for a beta launch. 

Content Creation and/or Clean Up. All pages that were marked IMPROVE by your team are now ready to 
be recreated in the new site by your staff. If pages were added to your old site after the content 
migration process was completed, it is the responsibility of your team to create that new page in the 
OpenCities System. Additionally, we highly recommend that your staff review and approve every single 
page that was migrated by the OpenCities team for styling and factual accuracy. We’ll do our best based 
on strategy meetings and our experience in gov tech, but only you know your content like the back of 
your hand, and there are some things we just aren’t capable of knowing about your business processes.

Beta Release: The decision to launch a Beta version of the site before sun-setting the current 
website provides an opportunity to gather feedback and continue to iterate the new site prior to 
the full launch. Beta launch may occur before all of the content is fully available on the site, and 
it will be important to clarify for the community that this is a work in progress in advance of the 
full release. We strongly encourage User Testing during this stage, which includes providing a 
survey for residents to complete or setting up in a coffee shop or local library and asking 
residents to test out the beta site.

Iteration: The OpenCities project team will counsel the Client team on best practices for 
incorporating content and navigation feedback from the beta release and User Testing.

OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes
Provide ongoing support for the 
City as you create new pages 
and review migrated pages.  

Writing any new content , 
improving existing content, and 
review content migrated by 
OpenCities. 

All site content created and 
published in OpenCities 

Provide ongoing support for 
OpenForms 

Staff builds new forms using 
OpenForms

Embeds forms in OpenCities 
web pages 

Support Beta Launch strategy 
and implementation, if desired 
by City. Dates will be agreed 
during timeline planning. 

Implement a Beta Launch of the 
new site when the most visited 
content is migrated to the new 
site. 

Launch beta site in order to gain 
community feedback. City is 
responsible for making any 



updates to the site gained from 
the feedback.  

Phase 5: Launch and evolve 
Launch. The OpenCities team will coordinate the full launch of the site with the Client Team to 
assure a smooth transition from the old to the new site, including DNS transfer. 

Evolve: Truthfully, you will never be done building your site. As the needs of your residents 
change, your website will need to flex with them. As your new partners in your digital city hall, 
your website will remain mobile responsive, ADA compliant and up to date with changing 
browser technology, so you can spend your time providing excellent content. We’ll do six-month 
check ins to see how things are going, but between those you’re always welcome to reach out 
with questions or for support.  

Leverage new functions Using the Product Ideas forum in our Help Center, you can share your 
ideas for improving existing features and suggesting entirely new ones with us and hundreds of 
your local government peers worldwide. The best ideas will be built for everyone to use as part 
of our quarterly version upgrades, ready to test and activate in your website within minutes. 

Learn new skills: OpenCities hosts regular online ‘drop-in’ refresher training sessions and master 
classes – making it easy for your web team to train new staff or plug any product knowledge 
gaps, and learn new skills ranging from writing better web content and creating more effective 
online forms, to driving greater levels of community engagement and much more.  

Meet your peers: Catch up with your peers, build new connections with like-minded people, 
discover current challenges, opportunities and trends shaping digital local government. See how 
other local governments are using OpenCities and have your say about the future of our 
technology. OpenCities Annual User Groups helps you chart and deliver your digital roadmap.  

OpenCities Responsibilities The City Responsibilities Artifacts & Outcomes
Lead discussion about site 
launch, using launch checklist. 

Participate in the launch 
planning and verify the 
checklist.

Launch Checklist

Conduct full site launch. Coordinate the transition, 
including the DNS transfer.

City launches their new website 
on OpenCities. 


